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From the author of Lord St. Claire's Angel comes a
Classic Regency Romance novella celebrating the world
first introduced by Jane Austen. Despite her vast wealth,
Miss Ariadne Lambert, at the ripe old age of thirty-three,
is a plain and aging spinster with little but a fading hope
that a knight in shining armor will come to sweep her off
her feet. Which makes her the perfect prey for the
unscrupulous “Dapper” Dorsey, who would stop at
nothing to seduce a needy and wealthy woman and then
coldly fritter away her funds in the gaming halls of
London. As Ariadne succumbs first to his wily charms
and then to his kisses, will her need for affection rob her
of her dignity—and her fortune? Viscount Ingram, whose
soiled reputation from one especially salacious incident
has left him exiled to the sidelines of society, marks his
time as a dark and brooding man, tolerated more for his
title than his merit. But even he has his standards, and
when he learns of a rival’s plot to seduce and then steal
from a helpless spinster, he vows to stop him. Ingram’s
noble sentiments and uncharacteristic sincerity are in for
a shock, however, as he discovers that the hopelessly
gullible Ariadne is in fact a clever and shrewd woman
who’s got more than a silly giggle up her sleeve. As the
two team up in a devilish scheme to bring about the final
undoing of Dorsey, cooperation turns to admiration and
then attraction, and they discover that their last chance
to repair their reputations may also be their first chance
at finding true love.
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In #1 New York Times bestselling author Johanna
Lindsey’s captivating regency romance, an innocent
young lady’s first brush with royal court intrigue lands
her at the altar alongside one of London’s most
notorious rogues. For Lady Rebecca Marshall, a
whirlwind of excitement begins when she becomes a
maid of honor at the court of Queen Victoria. But when
Rebecca unknowingly steps into the rivalry between the
Queen’s spymaster and a noblewoman who uses the
maids as courtly spies, she is soon entangled in a web of
deceit with the charming marquis Rupert St. John. The
devastatingly handsome ne’er-do-well is the cousin of
Raphael Locke, with whom Rebecca was once
infatuated…He’s also a secret agent of the crown who
leads a double life. Certain that guileless Rebecca is
spying on him, Rupert seduces her—then, forced to wed,
he believes she has set a trap of the worst sort in order
to marry into his powerful family! But as he comes to
know Rebecca’s true heart, his vow of revenge and
infidelity becomes a desire to share many passionate
nights—only with his beautiful wife.
He had a duty! His duty was to lead the pack and protect
the pack members! He lost his fated mate, and in the
aftermath, he became a monster! Almost over night he
turned into the very monster he was supposed to protect
his pack from! The Alpha household had fallen! Killed by
the very hands that were supposed to keep it held in high
regard. I was the future leader of my pack, and I chose to
run to save my own life! Deciding that being a rogue was
better then being a part of my family! The only problem
was rogues are hunted by packs! And now it was open
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season on me! Caught in the hands of the most lethal
rogue hunter in the world, I soon discovered I was his
fated mate. But there was a problem, I was terrified of
Alpha's, and he hated rogues!
Deserter. Traitor. ROGUE. Ember Hill left the dragon
organization Talon to take her chances with rebel dragon
Cobalt and his crew of rogues. But she can't forget
Garret, the soldier of the dragonslaying Order of St.
George who saved her from a Talon assassin--and by
doing so, signed his own death warrant. Determined to
save Garret from execution, Ember must convince
Cobalt to help her break into the Order's headquarters.
With assassins after them and Ember's own brother
helping Talon with the hunt, the rogues find an
unexpected ally in Garret and a new perspective on the
underground battle between Talon and St. George. A
reckoning is brewing, and the secrets hidden by both
sides are shocking and deadly. Soon Ember must
decide: Should she retreat to fight another day...or start
an all-out war?
One of the most famous English novelists of the latter
half of the nineteenth century, R. D. Blackmore won
acclaim for his vivid portrayals of the countryside,
sharing with Thomas Hardy a Western England
background prevalent in many of his works. Blackmore’s
masterpiece is ‘Lorna Doone’, a windswept romance
with historical characters, set against the backdrop of
late seventeenth century Devon, which has continued to
win the hearts of readers since its first publication in
1869. This comprehensive eBook presents Blackmore’s
complete works, with numerous illustrations, rare texts
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appearing in digital print for the first time, informative
introductions and the usual Delphi bonus material.
(Version 1) * Beautifully illustrated with images relating to
Blackmore’s life and works * Concise introductions to
the major novels * All 14 novels, with individual contents
tables * Images of how the books were first published,
giving your eReader a taste of the original texts *
Excellent formatting of the texts * Includes story
collections * Easily locate the poems or short stories you
want to read * Includes Blackmore’s rare poetry
collections – available in no other collection * Features
three biographies - discover Blackmore’s literary life *
Quincy G. Burris’ seminal study on Blackmore — first
time in digital publishing * Scholarly ordering of texts into
chronological order and literary genres Please visit
www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of
exciting titles CONTENTS: The Novels Clara Vaughan
Cradock Nowell Lorna Doone The Maid of Sker Alice
Lorraine Cripps the Carrier Erema Mary Anerley
Christowell The Remarkable History of Sir Thomas
Upmore Springhaven Kit and Kitty Perlycross Dariel The
Shorter Fiction Tales from a Telling House Leila Poetry
Collections The Georgics of Virgil Fringilla The
Biographies Richard Doddridge Blackmore: His Life and
Novels by Quincy G. Burris The Blackmore Country by F.
J. Snell Richard Doddridge Blackmore by Stuart Johnson
Reid Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse
through our range of exciting titles or to purchase this
eBook as a Parts Edition of individual eBooks
A New York Times Bestseller Amanda and Marian Laton
are identical twins, but they are as different as night and
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day. When their wealthy father dies, the two are sent to
live with their aunt on a sprawling Texas ranch. There
the twins meet Chad Kinkaid. Marian knows that like
every other man she and her twin have met, he will
pursue Amanda, not her. After witnessing Marian's taste
for adventure, her sense of humor and bravery in the
face of danger, Chad finds himself wanting her.
Rescue the queen. Don't lose your heart. When the
Queen of the Fae is captured by a human hunter,
Sorcha, the queen’s youngest sister, is convinced that
her sister needs help. Unable to persuade her other High
Fae sisters to join her on a rescue mission, she goes to
the queen’s sire, the High Rogue, for help. Bryn, an
apprentice serving the High Rogue, has been hoping to
climb the ranks of the Rogue Fae. When the High
Rogue’s untrained niece appears, asking for help
rescuing the queen, Bryn sees this as an opportunity and
agrees to take on this mission. With only days remaining
before the wedding, the unlikely pair set off on their
mission. But if Sorcha can’t control her impulsive nature,
and Bryn can’t stay one step ahead of the High
Rogue’s schemes, the Faerie Queen will remain the
captive of a power hungry human and Fae magic will
slowly fade away. Note: This is a stand-alone story that
occurs alongside the events of the other books in the
Modern Fae series.
A Rogue of My OwnSimon and Schuster
This lighthearted, fast-paced tale, originally published in
1856, recounts a loveable rascal's attempts at forgery,
his romance with a counterfeiter's daughter, and his role
in an unconventional inheritance.
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Reproduction of the original: Kit and Kitty by Richard
Doddridge Blackmore
This book is based on the firm belief that all you have to
do to win at work is to manage the 3 Ms—men, money
and material in a time-bound manner with a clear
objective in mind and value systems unflinchingly in
place. Once this happens, no odds are big enough to
stop you from emerging as a winner. Going beyond
management jargon, Ashwani Lohani, one of India’s
most accomplished bureaucrats credited with turning
around organisations like India Tourism Development
Corporation (ITDC) and Madhya Pradesh Tourism
shares his inspiring tale of grit and determination in his
inimitable passionate and forthright style. A must read for
all managers from the corporate world and PSUs, this
book reveals the inside story of working in the
government.
For Lady Rebecca Marshall, a whirlwind of passion and
excitement begins when she becomes a maid of honor at
the court of Queen Victoria. Rebecca's mother is
delighted - this appointment could be a golden
opportunity for her to make a good match. But soon
Rebecca is entangled in a web of deceit with the
charming marquis Rupert St. John. The devastatingly
handsome n'er-do-well seduces her but what she doesn't
know is that Rupert is a secret agent of the crown,
leading a double life. Forced to the altar, with a husband
who vows never to be faithful, can Rebecca's wit,
adventurous spirit, and generous nature turn his hatred
into a passionate desire?

Heartsick and desperate to return home to America,
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Georgina Anderson boards the Maiden Anne
disguised as a cabin boy, never dreaming she'll be
forced into intimate servitude at the whim of the
ship's irrepressible captain, James Mallory. The
black sheep of a proud and tempestuous family, the
handsome ex-pirate once swore no woman alive
could entice him into matrimony. But on the high
seas his resolve will be weakened by an
unrestrained passion and by the high-spirited beauty
whose love of freedom and adventure rivals his own.
This eBook features the unabridged text of ‘A
Rogue’s Life by Wilkie Collins - Delphi Classics
(Illustrated)’ from the bestselling edition of ‘The
Complete Works of Wilkie Collins’. Having
established their name as the leading publisher of
classic literature and art, Delphi Classics produce
publications that are individually crafted with superior
formatting, while introducing many rare texts for the
first time in digital print. The Delphi Classics edition
of Collins includes original annotations and
illustrations relating to the life and works of the
author, as well as individual tables of contents,
allowing you to navigate eBooks quickly and easily.
eBook features: * The complete unabridged text of
‘A Rogue’s Life by Wilkie Collins - Delphi Classics
(Illustrated)’ * Beautifully illustrated with images
related to Collins’s works * Individual contents table,
allowing easy navigation around the eBook *
Excellent formatting of the textPlease visit
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www.delphiclassics.com to learn more about our
wide range of titles
??????,??????????????????,??????????????????,??
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?,??????????????
"this skin is my own— arms to circle my tired center,
wrapping warm this heart that longs to be free of selfmade chains" In her Letters for the Universe
Goodreads Choice Nominated poet J.R. Rogue
shares intimate poems written lovingly for her
readers. Take a journey through the eyes of author
and reader as Rogue shares a glimpse into the
private task of writing poetry dedicated to readers
worldwide. Poems for the Dawn: Vol 1 is book 5 in
the Letters to the Universe series. Each poem in this
collection is a custom piece written for a J.R. Rogue
reader.
Daring Games. Dangerously Delicious
Consequences. Lovely Eve Reynolds plays the role
of a naive young debutante, but her demure
appearance hides an experienced cardplayer who,
at her uncle's instigation, is engaged in fleecing
London aristocrats in the high-stakes card games
favored by society. Only London's most notorious
rake, Julian Clay, the Earl of Westleigh, sees
through her wiles, for he recognizes a fellow gambler
when he sees one. Lured by the passion in Eve's
stormy eyes, so at odds with her reserved elegance,
Julian lays impassioned siege to her. And Eve
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responds with a rising fire of desire that leaves
behind all sensible caution, until both Julian and Eve
can think of nothing but the searing hours they
spend in each other's arms. But Eve's uncle wants
her to play for the highest stakes by making a
respectable match with a wealthy lord...and Eve has
her own secret reason for following his plan.
Although Julian began to play recklessly to seduce a
clever young lady, now he wants much more from
Eve, and no one will stop him from risking everything
on one final game that might win him Eve's heart and
soul forever.
The Natchez Trace is remarkable in American
history for the legends and tales surrounding it.
During the first half of the nineteenth century,
travelers--traders, settlers, andøthe occasional war
party or fugitive from justice--followed its course from
the Appalachians to the lower Mississippi, from
Knoxville to Natchez. In this vibrant and energetic
account, the author has mined both history and
legend for startling tales of the near-mythical thieves,
cutthroats, and confidence men once reported to
have stalked their unsuspecting victims along this
frontier trail--the terrible Harpe brothers, who came
to a satisfactorily bad end; Samuel Mason, a thief
done in by other thieves; and John Murrell, whose
reputed schemes threw the South into a paroxysm of
fear. Robert M. Coates retells the stories of these
and other "land pirates" in chilling and ominous
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detail, preserving for us the tales once whispered on
the edges of the dark southern woods nearly two
centuries ago.
"A roguish hero trying to redeem his rakish ways meets his
romantic match in [this] lushly sensual Regency historical
romance" (Booklist). A gentleman and a very improper lady
are bound together by a passion that crosses the line
between upper class and underworld in Caroline Linden's
daring new romance . . . Thanks to his wayward youth, David
Reece, the youngest scion in a noble family, has been called
one of the most scandalous rogues of the ton. What he wants
to be called is trustworthy and a true gentleman. To prove he
has reformed he's agreed to watch over his absent brother's
estate. All is going swimmingly until highwaymen waylay his
coach and steal his brother’s signet ring . . . After growing up
a pickpocket, street orphan Vivian Beecham has reluctantly
graduated to highway robbery. But her handsome victim is
quick to turn the tables and take her prisoner. Though David
has the pretty thief locked in a spare bedroom, he’s in no
place to judge her youthful indiscretion. Instead she becomes
a former rogue's greatest challenge: the object of a
passionate seduction . . .
John Tasker is a divided, but enjoined, man. Physically he is
running from the law while hunting down his own father, just
as his father used to track down the wild tuskers in Sri Lanka.
At the same time, mentally, he is tracking down his
murderous brother’s enemies, imaginably or not, with a
deadly efficiency. Adding to his confusion is how his indolent
lawyer’s job in the Attorney-General’s Department has itself
suddenly become fraught with danger for his own personal
safety. The resultant clash that erupts between his ferventlyadopted Australia and his fervently-rejected Sri Lanka isn’t
helping the mental chaos he is thrown into on an otherwise
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perfectly-acceptable day. One trouble is his state of being so
enjoined. Through his own mind’s-eye he sees how his own
milieu has been drawing him inevitably towards the cliff’s
edge. Also through his-and-his-brother’s mind’s-eye he sees
too much of the terrorizing worldwide Tamil organizations,
and from a close-up much too gory. And through his-and-hisfather’s mind’s-eye he sees no good nurture purpose to his
existence, except the sighing and dying and the leavings from
him. He can see how it’s all so willfully like his father’s wild
snared tuskers endeavouring to escape, trying to drag the
lines dragging the antler’d sambhur’s skulls through the
hopelessly impossible bush. On top of all this, he has the
living scaffold of the Sri Lankan Inspector Ekanayake nowand-ever looming over him. The Inspector doesn’t care a
hoot about any mind’s-eye or mind’s-eyes, ‘bloody ****ing
hell sorry’. He only cares for the hunt’s conclusion, and how
John Tasker should know it. What is the Inspector doing in
Canberra and asking so many pointed questions? What might
he know about the shadowy and murderous Tasker twin
brother with, apparently, the justified alias of Tusker? All John
Tasker can now see is how his world and the manic world of
his fearsome brother are being forced to converge so
suddenly and so bizarrely. This is the first title in the ongoing
Inspector Ekanayake series.
In 1870s Texas, plain Marian Laton, newly arrived to her
aunt's ranch from New England after the death of her father,
quickly falls for a handsome cowboy but fears that, like every
other man, he will forget her when he meets her beautiful,
tempestuous twin sister.
"After getting a note demanding his presence, Federal Agent
Aaron Falk arrives in his hometown for the first time in
decades to attend the funeral of his best friend Luke. Twenty
years ago when Falk was accused of murder, Luke was his
alibi. Falk and his father fled under a cloud of suspicion,
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saved from prosecution only because of Luke's steadfast
claim that the boys had been together at the time of the
crime. But now more than one person knows they didn't tell
the truth back then, and Luke is dead"--Amazon.com.
A lady must have money and an army of her own if she is to
win a revolution--but first, she must pit her wits against the
wiles of an irresistible rogue bent on wrecking her plans...and
her heart. Lady Lucie is fuming. She and her band of Oxford
suffragists have finally scraped together enough capital to
control one of London's major publishing houses, with one
purpose: to use it in a coup against Parliament. But who
could have predicted that the one person standing between
her and success is her old nemesis and London's undisputed
lord of sin, Lord Ballentine? Or that he would be willing to
hand over the reins for an outrageous price--a night in her
bed. Lucie tempts Tristan like no other woman, burning him
up with her fierceness and determination every time they
clash. But as their battle of wills and words fans the flames of
long-smoldering devotion, the silver-tongued seducer runs the
risk of becoming caught in his own snare. As Lucie tries to outmaneuver Tristan in the boardroom and the bedchamber, she
soon discovers there's truth in what the poets say: all is fair in
love and war...
Will Christmas magic and mistletoe unite this unlikely pair? As
the new Earl of Granger, Benjamin Wright is determined to
put an end to his family’s reputation of roguish behavior,
beginning with his own. When he arrives in London to claim
his inheritance, he quickly realizes his plan will not be as
simple as he expected. Lady Louisa Felton is appalled to
learn her mother wrote love letters to the recently deceased
earl. Fearing another scandal will cast her mother from
Society, leaving her crushed along with Louisa’s hopes for a
future, Louisa attempts to retrieve the letters before the new
heir finds them. Discovering a lady dressed in lad’s clothing
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attempting to steal from him is a surprise to Benjamin, but not
as much as his attraction to the reckless lady. Though he
vows to keep his distance, the lovely Louisa refuses to stay
out of his life. One kiss is all it takes to know she has the
power to make him forget his plan to reform. Benjamin is the
exact type of man Louisa’s mother would fall for, making him
the sort Louisa intends to avoid. If only she can convince her
willful heart of that. Fate refuses to cooperate with their plans,
and what happens at Christmas will change this rogue’s
reputation forever. Note - This Regency romance novella was
originally published in the USA Today Bestselling Winter
Wishes Anthology Although this book can easily be read as a
stand-alone, most readers prefer to read the series in order,
which includes: Romancing the Rogue, Book 1 A Rogue's
Reputation, Book 2 A Rogue No More, Book 3 A Rogue to
the Rescue, Book 4 A Rogue and Some Mistletoe, Book 5 To
Dare A Rogue, Book 6 A Rogue Meets His Match, Book 7

Jonathan Tresham, heir to the Duke of Quimbey,
needs a discreet ally to help him choose a wife from
the mob of young ladies eager to become his
duchess. When proper widow Theodosia Haviland
rescues him from a compromising situation, he
knows he’s found an advisor he can trust. Theo’s
first marriage taught her the folly of indulging in
romantic notions, and she’s determined that
Jonathan Tresham’s intended be an ideal match for
him, not some smitten ninnyhammer. When
Jonathan suggests Theo should be at the top of his
list of possible duchesses, she protests, though she
knows that Jonathan is kind and honorable despite
his gruff exterior. The last person Theo can allow
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Jonathan to marry is a widow guarding scandalous
secrets, even if she does also harbor an entirely
inappropriate attraction to the one man she can
never have.
Traditional Chinese edition of Thinking, Fast and
Slow, Amazon Best Books of the Month, November
2011. Kahneman is psychology professor emeritus
at Princeton University and the 2002 Nobel Prize in
Economic Sciences. In Traditional Chinese.
Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Lucien Guenther is the CEO of Cascade Encantada
Winery, and his ideas for growing the company have
made it not only the oldest winery in Cascade,
Texas, but the most successful. Of course, his
brothers get mad because he comes up with ideas
from his home in San Antonio, and leaves all the
work to them. But Lucien loves his life, both as a
leader and as a city-dweller. He likes Cascade fine,
but the city offers more excitement, and more
variety, especially of the female variety. At his
parents’ renewal of vows ceremony, however, he
lays eyes on Grace Moreno, the girl who was his
main competition all through high school. Student
council, band chair, scholarships—there was nothing
he could win easily without her vying for the same
goal. She’s grown into a gorgeous, confident
woman, and he can’t keep his eyes off of her. Grace
Moreno is a mess. She’s a newly single parent who
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has moved back home because she can’t afford
Austin real estate on her income. In fact, just
receiving an income is a challenge. She’s living with
her parents and her increasingly defiant nine-yearold daughter, and the last thing she needs is for
Lucien Guenther to know she failed at something.
He falls into the same pattern of creating challenges
for her to match, and she actually thrives on it,
especially when she bests him, and he has to pay
the penalty by working in the yard of her newly
purchased house. The more time they spend
together, the more they come to look at each other in
a new way, and suddenly the challenges become
less of a chance to best each other, and more a
chance to seduce each other. But can the
excitement last? Can he give up his carefree life to
become the man she and her daughter need?
The Sphere of Ingar has been destroyed and pure
magic now flows freely throughout the land of Uton.
Magic casters arise as do the dark creatures that
need magic to exist in this land. As the land changes
and its inhabitants adapt, a growing wind of rebellion
leads to potential disaster for all the races. The dwarf
queen, Yave, declares war on the algors, blaming
the desert dwellers for the tragedy which took the life
of her eldest son. She leads a revolution against
what remains of her own family. Dwarf separatists
eager to assert their own superiority follow blindly as
she begins her quest for revenge. Ryson Acumen,
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the pure bred delver who saved the land from Ingar's
sphere, attempts to intervene. In response, human
towns are attacked by the dwarf army of Dunop.
Raids against the elves lead to escalated tensions.
Even as the algors plan a response to protect their
very existence, the elves threaten to unleash their
own weapon of sheer terror against the dwarf city.
The overriding need that brought the races together
to defeat Ingar is gone as the land of Uton fractures
into chaos.
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